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The Re. Dr. Ralph Aber.aithy, leader of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. will speak in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Monday.
According to the Associated
Students, Dr. Abernathy will
speak at either 12:30 or 8
p.m. depending on his
schedule.
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Council In Turmoil As Self Resigns
V.P. Quits
At Meeting

Chairman

In the aftermath of several weeks of
political frustration, A.S. Vice
President Jim Self resigned his post at
the A.S. Council meeting Wednesday
night.
Chairman of Student Council, Self
admitted he had been thinking about
resigning since the end of the summer.
"Due to recent circumstances which
have arisen, I would like at this time to
submit a letter of resignation. My
reasons are primarily because of
educational opportunities abroad,
employment opportunities out of state
as well as the personality conflict that
exists between us," read Self’s letter to
AS. President Bill Langan.
He predicted his resignation will have
an effect on student government and
told council members he hopes his
decision is in the best interest of all
concerned.
Expanding on his opportunities, Self
stated he is being interviewed for the
presidency of Bethel College, a small
private college in Kansas.
He also explained he had been offered PENSIVEAS. President Bill Langan contemplates the situation following the
resignation of his vice president, Jim Self. Langan appointed Terry Speizer to the
an opportunity to be interviewed for the
office late Thursday in a controversial move.
[),,,
.
World’s Scholar Magazine, but recently
BULLETIN
"The best part about the resigna
tion is that, pending any judicial
action, Terry Speizer will be %leepresident. He will certainly support
the programs we were elected to
carry out," stated Bill Langan concerning Jim Sell’s resignation.
"SelPs alienation with the entire
administration and campaign staff
over who should run the government
was most unfortunate. We still plan
to carry out our platform with Terry
Speizer who will be able to work with
all concerned, and keep his activities directed to programs," he concluded.
learned that marriage disqualifies him.
The two individuals selected annually
for this honor, which includes studying
at Oxford University for two years, are
chosen on the basis of athletic and
scholarly ability, plus contributions to
the community, according to Self.
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Although the college administration
has been aware of the library problems
for some time, "corrective action has
not been timely and decisive," an audit
report on the SJS library and administrative practices reveals.
The Management Audit Unit of the
California State College Board of
Trustees reviewed SJS library
operations and administrative practices last spring at the request of the
Chancellor’s Office. Copies of the
report were circulated in early June.
Library problems were first brought
to the attention of the college administration in April 1969 when several
library employees petitioned for an
investigation of the library. This investigation resulted in a list of recommendations to Library Director Stuart
Baillie, devised to improve library
practices and procedures.
Last March, seven librarians and Dr.
Ted Benedict, assistant to the college
president, acting as a pro forma
complainant, filed charges against Dr.
Baillie. Five of these seven charges
were dropped by an investigating
committee before a disciplinary
hearing was scheduled.
The two charges not dropped included ignoring recommendations of a
previous investigation and assigning
personal tasks to library personnel.
The five charges dropped included
the misuse of state funds for non-state
activities, signing blank "claim
schedules," hiring relatives, taking
sick leaves and vacations without filing
proper forms, and improper use of
consultant fees.
In referring to the audit report by the
Management Audit Unit, Robert J.
Duman, one of the seven librarians to
file charges against Dr. Baillie, stated
yesterday that, "although the report is
poorly written, it does substantiate the
five charges dropped by the investigating committee."
The audit report reviewed matters
related to the procedural charges included in Dr. Baillie’s disciplinary
action hearing.
The first charge dealt with in the
report concerned the misuse of state

By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Writer

RESIGNSJim Self, A.S. vice president, sits in A.S. Council meeting shortly
before resigning. His resignation followed only three months in office. Self was
elected to the post on a ticket with President Bill Langan and Treasurer Mike
Buckley in last spring’s elections.

Grievance Procedures

Trustees Adopt Proposals
By FRED HEMPY
Daily Political Writer
LOS ANGELESIn a 10-6 vote, the
highly controversial proposal that
enables the chancellor to replace the
statewide faculty grievance committee
in disciplinary matters was adopted by
the Board of Trustees Wednesday.
Previously the chancellor acted in an
advisory capacity to the statewide
appeal board which had final authority
in grievance cases. Now the roles are
reversed.
"We ought to wait for faculty and
student input before implementing
something," San Jose Trustee Albert
Buffo said Wednesday at the meeting of
the Board of Trustees.

’State Audit Blasts
Library Corrections
By MARY DOUGHERTY
Daily Staff Writer

In Question

funds for non-state activities. The
report explained that in 1966, Dr. Baillie
assumed a consultantship from the
Aspen Institute in Colorado to catalog
books for Aspen High School. SJS
student personnel and facilities were
used to do the cataloging over a two
year period.
According to the report, Dr. Mille
received $4,052 from the project and
payment for student assistants’ wages
were made through his personal bank
account. Dr. Baillie netted $1,933 from
the project.
The project was not registered with
the college as required. However, Dr,
John Gilbaugh, dean of the college in
1966, indicated that the project had his
verbal approval.
Wednesday, Dr. Baillie said he saved
the state $60,000 by improving the
library’s cataloging procedures by
modeling them after those used in the
Aspen project. However, the report
states that while the cataloging
procedures have been improved, "it
should not justify handling the project
through the library."
Concerning the charge that he did not
file proper forms before taking
vacation and sick leaves Dr. Baillie
said, "It is illegal but the whole campus
does it and I just happened to be the one
to get caught."
Two specific absences by the library
director were questioned in the report.
"These absences should be reviewed
and clarified whether or not they
constitute time off which should be
charged."
The other three charges were
grouped together under miscellaneous
charges. The report states that personal gift wrapping by library employees
shows
"questionable
judgment" on the part of the library
director. However, the time and costs
were estimated to be minor.
The report also states that the college
was aware that Dr. Baillie hired
relatives to work in the library.
However, the report states that "good
business practice should preclude
relatives from working in the same
organizational unit."
Continued on page 3

But the Trustees did not wait.
Under the new disciplinary and
grievance resolutions, the Board of
Trustees will receive a report from the
chancellor on the procedures issued or
revised related to this resolution.
Under the disciplinary proposal, the
chancellor has ultimate authority in all
related disciplinary action. However,
the grievance resolution includes a
slight restriction on the chancellor
which states that "the Trustees may, on
their motion, review grievance matters
under this section."
Trustee William Norris again announced his disapproval of the
resolution by asserting that "the main
objection is that the chancellor will
have this ultimate power."
The question of the fair and moral
qualifications of the disciplinary
hearing officer was superseded when
the chancellor’s legal advisor, Norman
Epstein, explained that the officer and
the proposal were entirely legal by
statute.
"If it is fair legally by the courts, then
it is fair morally," Trustee W. 0.
Weissick responded.
Dr. Levern Graves, chairman of the
statewide Academic Senate, made his
committee’s position known saying,
"We feel that this (grievance)
resolution is an attack on one man
presently in the grievance process."
Jack Kurzweil, assistant professor of
electrical engineering at SJS, is
currently filing a grievance against
Chancellor Dumke. Dumke recently
refused to grant Kurzweil tenure.
The Kurzweil case falls under the
new procedure because the procedure
is retroactive to September 1.
Ex Officio Trustee Ronald Reagan
called the disciplinary and grievance
resolutions of "great benefit to the bulk
of students."
"There are certain elements that
have forced the college Administration
to take a stand. We used to have a
system for a case that came along in
normal times . . . these are not
normal times," exclaimed the
Governor.
Another resolution passed by the
Trustees sets the tuition cost for foreign
students at $900 beginning the 1971-72
academic year. This is an increase of
$300 over the action taken by the Board
in May.
The tuition for foreign students in the
1972-73 year, however, will be equal to
non-resident student tuition.
In other action, a preamble was
adopted for the Procurement and
Retention of Quality F’aculty report.
The preamble asks that the chancellor
direct the presidents to uphold the
recommendations in the report
specifying qualifications for a quality
faculty.

Food Collection
Collection of canned foods aail
clothing for the :150,000 victims of
Hurricane Celia in Corpus Christy ,
Texas is taking place from 8 arm to
p.m. today at 184 South Second Si,
The drive is sponsored by the
America t. G.I. Forum of the Department of California. Special air Lransportation is being provided by the
federal government

The board unanimously adopted the
resolution that calls for no refund of
materials and service fees except upon
student withdrassai from all classes.
The highly complex reports on
restructuring the materials and service
fees was tabled at the request of
Committee
Policy
Educational
Chairman Charles Luckman. Dickman
appointed two trustees to look into the
matter further and report to the

committee at the next board meeting in
November.
The majority report recommends
that the student body association
continue funding instructionally related
and intercollegiate activities. The
minority report calls for a special fee of
$9 per student per year to go into a
special fund to "insure necessary
flexibility." Dumke favors the minority
report.

Trustees’ Ruling Leaves
Doubts In Kurzweil Case
By EARL REASON
Daily Wire Editor
The State College Board of Trustees
approved a revision of the faculty
grievance and disciplinary procedures
Wednesday which grants ultimate
authority in grievance matters to the
chancellor. Previously, final authority
rested with a statewide faculty appeal
board.
Heretofore, the chancellor offered his
recommendations to the committee for
their final decision. The new ruling
reverses the procedure so that now the
grievance committee is an advisory
board and the chancellor makes the
final decision.
The ruling also allows for a hearing
officer appointed by the college
presidents to replace the faculty
grievance committee.
Dr. Levern Graves, chairman of the
statewide Academic Senate, feels that
faculty reaction will be that the new
ruling "was done to apply to specific
case now pending," meaning the Dr.
Jack Kurzweil case.
The 31 -year-old electrical engineering instructor has been the center of
controversy since joining the SJS
faculty two years ago. Most of this
controversy results from the fact that
his wife is Bettina Aptheker, an avowed
communist and daughter of communist
theoretician Herbert Aptheker.
Or, Kurzweil, in a campus interview
this week, insists that the change
makes it easier for the chancellor "to
shoot me down." he considers it to be
another attempt to take away the
grievance procedures from the faculty
and turn them over to the chancellor.
-I will insist that my case is heard
under the old rules," Dr. Kurzweil
stated. -If necessary, I will contest the
matter in court, but I will not accept the
new ruling."
Dr. Kurzweil believes that the logic
for the chancellor’s move is based on
Dr. Dunike’s belief that faculty does not
have the right to make personnel
decisions. enly reconimendations.
Furthermore, Dr. Kurzweil asserts,
’Ito went Ileyond the powers of his
oil
w hen hi. intervened after Burns’
decision to grant nie tenure.
-lhai ki. has to mad this precedent to
his own advantage," Dr. Kurzweil
stated.
Drily w hen there is serious doubt can
the chancellor intervene. Dr thimke
ruled that there ii fIS serious doubt
because former Acting President

Hobert Burns reversed his decision.
However, in a 23-page report assessing
the conclusions of the faculty grievance
hearing, Dr. Burns wrote in part,
Dr Kurzweil has violated no
law of the State, no regulation of the
Trustees, no executive order of the
Chancellor, no directive of the
President, no policy or procedure of the
College
He is innocent of any
wrong -doing. He is academically
competent. He has earned tenure."
This decision came in the face of
faculty pressure and a promise from an
unidentified member of the State
Legislature that Burns would lose his
job if he did not fire Dr. Kurzweil.
These assertions are included in the
report by Dr. Burns.
According
to
Dr.
Kurzweil,
"Dumke’s decision to intervene
completely makes the grievance
procedure useless."
He contends that his case has been
used as a "lever to completely wreck
faculty autonomy."
Kurzweil’s only hope is for the courts
to force the Trustees to continue his
grievance
under
the
original
procedure. If not, it is highly doubtful
that the chancellor will reverse his
decision.

The A.S. Council was thrown into
turmoil over its chairmanship Wednesday night in addition to hearing the
resignation of A.S. Vice President Jim
Self.
The meeting was barely underway
with councilmen considering the
minutes of last semester’s final
meeting, when Speizer questioned the
motion to reconsider his election last
spring as vice-chairman. He claimed
that the motion must pass by a two
thirds vote.
Upper division representative, Carlos
Averhoff suggested that both Speizer
and Peterson resign and that council
members elect a new vice-chairman.
Peterson agreed with the idea, but
Speizer stated, "I’m not naive enough
to look around and think that council
members will vote impartially."
The legislative resolution to reconsider the appointment of the vicechairman of council was corrected by
Self to a legislative procedure, which
cannot be vetoed by the A.S. president.
Later, in his address to the council
members, Langan had vetoed the
resolution on paper, but it had already
been changed to procedure.
The minutes were approved with the
idea of referring the chairmanship
question to the judiciary for clarification.
In other action, Andy McDonald was
elected parliamentarian and graduate
representative Mike Buck was elected
the future vice-chairman of council.
James Lee was appointed chairman
of the Finance Committe, Matsuo
Furuyama chairman of the campus
policy committee and Carlos Averhoff
as chairman of the external policy
committee.
Other appointments included Dennis
Edmondson as personnel selection
officer. Gary Martin, Isadore Carrasco
and Jan Elliot were appointed the
personnel selection committee, and
Rick Bilotti, Niel Powers and Jim
Ferryman were appointed as assistants
to the A.S. president.
Mike Buckley, A.S. treasurer, told
council members that there is approximately $80,000 in in the general fund
this year. He also explained that any
individual from a recognized group or
campus organization is eligible for
money from the general fund.
To apply for funds, students can file a
request through Buckley to go before
the special allocations committee, he
said.
Council members approved a $4000
request from the Intercultural Steering
Committee to lease the New Wineskin
from Grace Baptist Church for SJS A.S.
International Student Center with
several stipulations.
Other money requests approved by
council include $2150 to the Intercollegiate Rifle, $466 for permanent
phone lines in the A.S. president’s office, $542 for telephone expenses incurred by the previous A.S. administration and $1000 for two
typewriters for the A.S. offices.
In his first address to council
members, Langan proposed a
resolution, which was approved by
councilmen, extending deep appreciation to Dr Hobert W. Burns for
his leadership as acting president of
SJS for the past year.
"His effective handling of the
campus; his commitment to
Continued on page 3

Langan Hopes to Curb Suit;
To Meet With Sponsor Blaine
By STEVE SWENSON
Daily Feature Editor
A.S. President Bill Langan will try to
prevent a lawsuit aimed at minimizing
SJS political activity in a meeting
Wednesday with Edward C. Blaine
sponsor of the suit.
-I’d like to have the suit dropped and
take more positive action," I.angan
said. "The suit is a negative action."
The meeting will not he a "hostility
session, ’ according to the A.S.
President, but rather a chance to help
Blaine become acquainted with the
whole college. picture.
"Sometimes the outside community
is not aware of how things are on
campus and students aren’t aware of
hOW things are viewed in the outside
community ." declared Langan. The
purpose of the meeting will be to try

to bridge that gap so that positive action can result. Langan emphasized.
I,angan said he will ask Blaine to
meet with various groups on campus
and get an idea of wha ISIS is like.
Langan went on to say that the su;t is
not justifiable and it will not serve its
purpose. -As long as all views are
expressed, I don’t want students to
become frustrated when they have a
legitimate social concern by not having
th.,. channels to become mvolved in the
issues." exclaiti,..i Langan
He added that the e,.nception of a
student is
hanging -The vast
majority of the 24,0(5) students on
campus are nor vio
trying to
establish a dialogue
to. ay’s issues.
They are not being adversely
politicized. Only. a handful of students
advocate %.iolen. o "
Continued on page 3
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Editorials

Shaky Grounds
Beset with internal strife and haunted by doubts about its image, Bill
Langan’s administration is on shaky grounds as the semester opens.
The resignation of A.S. Vice President Jim Self, one of the most creative
people to enter student government, will be felt outside the walls of the A.S.
offices as well as within.
Self, alienated from President Langan and disillusioned with the political infighting and maneuvering that marked the summer, decided to leave. It was
no doubt the only solution he could arrive at, but it is unfortunate that he and
Langan could not arrive at a working agreement.
Langan apparently felt that Self had presidential aspirations, and,
protecting his political interests, isolated his running mate from sources of
power and influence.
In any event, Langan should realize that in last spring’s election, his ticket
won the most votes. Self, fresh from directing a successful community park
project, was a valuable aide in Langan’s comeback victory.
Mike Buckley, a conservative of scrupulous integrity, was elected to the
treasurer’s spot on the ticket. Although Buckley remains a vital part of the
Langan administration, he is not one of the president’s inner circle of advisers.
The new student government has done a fine job in unraveling the fiscal
troubles surrounding the College Union Program Board, and deserves credit
for it.
However, in the early weeks of the semester some questions have arisen
about the Langan machine:
The appointment of arch-conservative Steve Brennan to the newly created
post of executive vice president raises constitutional questions. Not only is the
appointment of a person elected by no one to a vice presidential position
questionable, but the A.S. constitution specifically forbids anyone from
holding both legislative and executive offices. Brennan is also a member of
A.S. Council.
A.S. Attorney General Reggie Toran is one of Langan’s closest advisers.
The propriety of the attorney general, an officer who is supposed to maintain
strict neutrality in cases coming before judiciary, allying himself so closely
with the A.S. president, a potential litigant, is also questionable.
These are mostly minor questions, but we hope the Langan administration
will resolve them. The academic year is in its opening weeks, and it takes time
to get an administration organized. We just hope that the Langan administration will rely on substance more than image.

Autonomy Erodes
Electrical engineering professor Dr. Jack Kurzweil is being persecuted
because of his political beliefs.
And now the Boards of Trustees, at the urging of Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke, has tightened the noose around Kurzweil’s neck by revising the
faculty grievance and disciplinary procedures. The new procedures eliminate
the three-man appeals board that overruled Dr. Dumke on the case of fired
professor Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford. That board, we are confident, would have
also found in favor of Dr. Kurzweil.
The fact that Kurzweil has already begun his grievance under the old
procedures should insure that it is completely carried out through the now
abolished channels. To do otherwise would constitute an ex-post-facto ruling.
The chancellor and the trustees have never been known for their sense of fair
play, however.
Furthermore, the new procedures virtually strip the presidents of each of
the state colleges of any authority over the grievances and discipline of their
own faculty.
The new plan is just one more example of the steady erosion of campus
autonomy and the constant build-up of power in the chancellor’s office.
It is incredible to us that any reasonable man would suspect that the
chancellor, overseer of 19 state colleges, could know more about events and
personnel at each of those campuses than the presidents of the institutions do.
Yet that is the premise upon which the new procedures were built.
The chancellor, reacting to increasing pressure from the Trustees and the
governor, seems bent on more consolidation of his power. He has abandoned
the last vestiges of local authority,opting instead for a centralized dictatorship
directed from his Wilshire Boulevard office.
College presidents will seemingly be reduced to super-administrators,
carrying out Dr. Dumke’s wishes, having little or no voice in policy decisions.
We doubt that this will increase academic freeedom, or educational excellence. Rather this blank check to the cancellor demoralizes students and
faculty and leads to a restriction of freedom of thought.
In short, it creates many more problems than it solves.

System Works?
It seems that the case of Dr. Eldred Rutherford has been in the winds
forever.. Nearly a year has passed since Rutherford was first denied tenure
by the State Personnel Board, and the fight for his job since then has been a
long and laborious one. He has been embroiled in more than one heated contest
to determine whether or not his individual freedoms and the principle of
academic freedom would be respected.
Despite the agonizing slowness of the process, the fact remains that he is
making headway in his case, and this is something to be noted.
Many of us who have been at SJS for a while and who have seen this entire
situation progress, can take heart in the face that going through the appropriate channels and observing the rules has proven successful, at least
to this point.
By overturning ttuthertord’s firing, the statewide appeal board rejected
Chancellor Dumke’s interevention in affairs that are the business of local
college administrators, thusly reaffirming Rutherford’s personal rights and
lending strength to the principle of academic freedom.
",:fherforrl still faces a court battle for reinstatement of his full faculty
rights, but he passed an important milestone in being returned to his job.
His rehiring struck a blow against the forces in our government which would
undermine individual and academic freedom to suit their personal whim.
He was so successful, unfortunately, that the chancellor and trustees have
seen fit to abolish the very processes which allowed his rehiring, to insure that
such an "outrageous" occurence will be impossible in the future.

’A tragedy of minor proportions has occurred."--lt. Gen. William Peers, March 1970
Guest Room

Campuses Already s Politicized
RUSS
Now that the reactionaries in
Sacramento are once again cracking
down upon the California State College
campuses, we hear the liberal.
conservative coalition talking about the
mistake of involving the educational
institutions in politics.
The question is not one of whether to
politicize the institutions of higher
learning or not: it is not a question of
working within the system or not:
neither is it one of whether or not to turn
to electorial politics or to violence. We
should beware of the advocate who
would structure the field of choices in
the attempt to channel and to trap
others thought processes.
To speak in terms of whether or not to
politicize the educational institutions is
surely asinine. These institutions are the
on -going creations of the state
legislature. Educational institutions are
the primary means by which society
attempts to recreate, to perpetuate
certain cultural values, and a certain
socialization inherent to the economic
and political (moral?) values of
education in the capitalist society.
Special interest control of education in
California stems from the top. For instance, the Board of Regents includes a
member of the Hearst newspaper
dynasty. Who do the regents and the
trustees represent, the students? Or is it
the people who are represented by
these boards? Neither one.
When the governor of California
comes to power with his campaign
expenses being paid for primarily by
special interests (whose lobbyists
outnumber the legislators 41), and
when appointments to these formerly
powerful boards ore political considerations, ore the campuses free from
political influence? When Chancellor
Dumke attempted to deny the First
Amendment freedoms of speech and the
students’ rights to peacefully assemble,
is the campus exempt from politicization
from the top?
One possible explanation lies in the
roots of language. Speech is inherently
political. a fact demonstrated by the
very basic naming process in making
reference to physical objects.
At various times, men hove named the
woods as; "trees," "poles," "fire-wood, ’beam, -cross," and -rifle-butt." The
naming game is one of making subjective choices in order to attach
reference labels. Language is an attempt to communicate a thought -feeling
which will hopefully influence another
persons behavior. In this manner,
language, the unique tool at humanity,
is political.
The subjective process of naming,
EDITOR S NOTE. The Thrust and Parry
section of the editorial page offers
students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such
current affairs. Contributions to Thrust
and Parry must not exceed 250 words,
must be typewritten, double spaced
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the writers name and
foLulty or ASB number. The Daily will
not print letters which are libelous, in
poor tc.:,te or include a personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or
cut letters to conform to space
limitations and to cease publication of
letters dealing with subjects he believes
have been exhausted,

being value -orientated, assumes a social
reality when two or more persons are
involved. The political significance of
this grows with the increase of interested parties.
On the question of politicization of the
campuses: will the reactionary liberal conservative ccalition,under the banner
of pragmatism, be permitted to aid and
abet the rationalization of ecological
pollution, ideological pollution, authoritarian reference systems (religious,
educational, military educational, etc.)?
Each of us has a mind: therefore, the
question is: what is to be done
individually and co-operativelyin
competition with the current educational
pollution, rampant in its racist greed,
hawkish morality, and political orientation?

Thrust and Parry

Someone
Does Care
Editor,
As an incoming freshman, I was one of
a number of people who attended
Freshman Camp.
To many people it would seem like a
waste of time and money, but to me it
proved to be a very worthwhile experience. It s nice to be able to walk into
a big school and know that there’s
someone to help you out a bit so that
you won’t feel lost.
With 24,500 peovie in this school, one
is apt to feel like a number, and frosh
camp helped to give a more personal
feeling. I’ve never had so much fun and
learned so much at the same time.
There was someone to talk with you.
There were discussion groups and
speakers on many of the relevant issues
of today. I wouldn t have missed it for
anything, and I would like to say that I
hope future programs such as this are
equally successful.
Debbie Pelton
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Once again Women s Liberation has
been the victim of sensational journalism.
Ken Costa admitted he chose
Women’s lib as a target for a -mean and
hateful attempt at humor, but he failed
to admit he deliberately used sensational journalism to get a laugh(?).
Shallow ridicule of people whether
they belong to a minority or a majority is
sensational journalism at its worst.
Ignoring pertinent facts, as Costa has
done, and writing only about selected
catch phrases that will make -good
copy is deliberate sensationalism.
Costa, however, is not alone in using
the sensational to get attention. Members of Women’s Lib have used words
and phrases to get the attention of the
press. They too have used sensationalism because it was the only way
they could get the male journalists to
write anything about the movement.
I also watched TV during the summer.
I heard Lib leaders discuss a lot deeper
issues than cigarette ads. I heard Kate
Millet, author of "Sexual Politics", talk
about her difficulty finding a job. After
years of study with honors at the University of Minnesota and at Oxford University in England she was offered typist
jobs. I heard Aileen Hernandez, former
commissioner of the Equal Opportunity
Commission in Washington, D.C. and
now regional director for National
Organization of Women. Hernandez discussed job and social discrimination. She
cited antiquated state laws that will not
permit a woman to own a business. She
also included men and said some of the
protective laws should extend to them.
She gave as an example the lifting of
excessive weights and standing for long
hours on concrete floors.
On Women’s Lib Day I attended a
meeting in Palo Alto and heard a former
nun speak of leaving a convent after attending a Lib meeting.
There were many newspaper articles
including one in the Mercury giving facts
and figures to prove male graduates
earned more in their first jobs than did
women graduates.
Costa did skim over some real issues
such as -free abortions" and "free childcare centers". But he did not do research
to find who would benefit from these
issues; instead he accused the rich of
benefitting. Today, and previously, the
abortions were performed on RICH
women. An abortion costs about $600. A
legal abortion, especially in California,
can cost a great deal more when the
woman has to pay a psychiatrist and two
other doctors before she can have one.
No poor woman can now afford the
luxury of deciding the destiny of her own
body. Poor men on the other hand can
get free medical care for kidney infections or even venereal disease. Na poor
woman can get a "free abortion" even
though it may seriously impair her
health to go through pregnancy. About
20 out of every 100,000 women die each
year (war or no war) from complications
of child-bearing. The cost to society of
these woman and the thousands of
women who die from botched illegal
abortions can not be measured in
dollars.
"Free day-care centers" would save
the cost to the taxpayers of the many
women who now have to receive welfare because they cannot afford to hire a
babysitter while they work. Again we
can’t measure in dollars the cost to
society caused by the emotionally
disturbed child and adult. How much
does it cost to support abandoned and
battered children? With day core
centers, poor women could earn their
own way, children would at least get
attention and some education. And,
maybe more important, they would
receive a few good meals.
Compare the cost of free abortions
and free day-core centers to the cost of
Vietnam or the flight to the moon for
three MEN.
Costa implied women could not be
discriminated against because they are
not part of a minority. I thought everyone knew that at least one half of all
minorities are women. And these
women are doubly cursed because they
are women and because they are part of
a minority.
It is time to end all discrimination
whether it be in the society at large or in
the press. It is time for journalists to
accept their social responsibility of
reporting and discussing the issues. It is
not the job of the press to ridicule those
who feel discriminated against.
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The Daily will consider and is seeking
Guest Editorials and Guest Rooms from
SJS students and faculty members on
matters affecting the campus and its
students.
Arrangements for writing such
materials may be made with Ken Costa,
Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and
4 30 p.m in the Dcily Ofifte, JC208.
Final demons on use ol i. ’St articles
ore reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy mist be typed double
spaced an a 40-sp, .e line.
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Glen Toney

News Review

Unruh Attacks Reagan’s ’Kitchen Cabinet’

EOP Director Resigns Post
Glen Toney, SJS black
LOP director for the past
year, is resigning his post
Sept. 30. The 31 -year -old
LOP leader will join the
Cupertino School District as
assistant to the superintendent.
Toney’s new position as
inter ethnic co-ordinator includes constructing curriculum involving Blacks,
Chicanos,
Asians
and
Native -Asian.
"It was a very difficult
decision to make. I didn’t
want to leave here (EOP)
before the job was completed, however, the people
there convinced me that they
had important work which
needed to be done."
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The Black LOP program
at SJS under Toney has
grown from 420 students last
year to 700 at present. With

GLEN TONEY
Leaving Post

Compiled From Associated Press

the increase of studenLs the
tutoring staff has increased
slightly from 36 to approximately 46. A cutback in
federal funds has prevented
the hiring of inure instructors.
Toney’s background includes a BA degree in
Philosophy
and
Mathematics from Chicc
State. He is currently
completing his Masters
requirements in Curriculum
Education at SJS. He also is
past director of minority
training for Lucky Stores,
and spent 4 years as a
computer programmer with
Lockheed Missile and Space.
A successor to Toney has not
yet been officially named.

Jess Unruh took lus gubernatorial campaign to the
show room of auto dealer
Holmes Tuttle in I.os
Angeles yesterday and said
’rattle’s political support for
Governor Reagan has hurt
the state’s battle gainst
smog.
Unruh called Tuttle a
member of Reagan’s -kitchen cabinet" and said

Recycling
Center
Now Open

Radicals Advocate
Solidified Grouping
By RAY TESSLER
Daily Political Writer
There was a time when
radical groups couldn’t be
identified without a score
card. There were the
Radical Action Movement,
Radical Audio Visual Exileriment,
the Radical
Caucus, and, long ago, SDS.
But then came the Cambodian invasion and with it
the San Jose Liberation
Front, a loosely knit
coalition of white radical
groups which meshed to
. . . all work together to
get a basic movement on this
campus and the community," according to
member Ted James.
"We felt there should
be...a mass thing where different groups can come in
and still have autonomy..."
he said.
"We had disagreements,
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Library
Audit
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Continued from page 1
The final charge reviewed
in the report concerned the
improper use of consultant
fees. The report states that
four individuals were paid
$1,100 for coming to the
college from out of state for
recruitment interviews. The
payments were identified as
"consultant fees."
According to the report,
"payments to individuals for
recruitment interview expenses should be identified
as such."
The report also referred to
the library staff coffee room
which was created by Dr.
Baillie in March 1968. Two
student assistants had been
assigned daily to make and
sell coffee and pastries.
A report shows a $320 net
profit for the year ending
June 30, 1969. However, the
audit report states that since
1968, the state has spent
$4,000 for this concession.
The report further explains that the college
business office was unaware
of this use of student
assistants. "This concession
should be assumed by a
auxiliary
college
organization on a selfsupporting basis."
According to Dr. Baillie,
he has not used student
assistants in the concession
since the audit report was
circulated.
The concluding remarks of
the report recommended
operational
the
that
problems affecting the
functional actvities be
resolved in the library as
soon as possible. "Further
action is needed to assure
that the library operates
smoothly and efficiently."
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but during the Cambodian
situation most Left groups
tended to unite," said Chris
Menchine, formerly of SDS.
Out of the confusion of
their first open meeting
Wednesday night came a
beginning step in acting on a
myriad of issues concerning
the front.
A rally structured to
present students with information has been set for
Wednesday complete with
speakers and literature
tables. Time and place have
not yet been announced.
A shotgun approach to the
issues was decided for the
first rally. Participants
splintered into blocs, each
emphasizing what it felt to
be the most pertinent issue
around which to base a rally.
Presently
without
a

steering committe, the front
plans speakers at the
gathering who will discuss
the Mid -East tinderbox,
alleged exorbitant rents
charged students living in
the campus community, SJS
President John Bunzel, and
the appearance of South
Vietnamese Vice President
Ky at pro-war rally in
Washington.
Discussion on the lettuce
and General Motors strikes
is also planned and speakers
are expected from the
Liberation
Women’s
Movement and possibly the
Black Student Union.
The Liberation Front
expects to work in harmony
with Black, Chicano and
Arab groups to form a
solidified movemnt.

More About

Langan, Blaine
Continued from page 1
Langan also said that
Blaine will be asked to appear before A.S. Council to
discuss the lawsuit.
Meanwhile, Blaine said
that the Superior Court date
for the suit will probably be
set next Thursday or Friday.
Blaine said he doesn’t
expect the state attorney
general’s office to file a
demurrer or a legal reason
to detain the action. The
state attorney general represents all state organizations
including the college.
Without a demurrer a
court date can be set 10 days
following the application
which Blaine completed six
days ago.

Council
Debate
Continued from page 1
higher education in the face
of political pressures; his
poise, statesmanship will
stand as examples to us all,"
read the resolution in part.
langan also told council
members that the Trustees
will be invited to the campus
to meet with the students "to
broaden some
of the
stringent members’ scope."
He reported that the Rev.
Ralph Abernathy will appear
here on Monday and that
Edward Blaine, the individual currently filing suit
against SJS for political
action will address council
next week.

Blaine is bringing the
lawsuit in conjunction with
Dr. John W. Gilbaugh,
professor of education and
conservative columnist for a
San Jose newspaper, and
attorney Kermit K. Purcell.
The three have formed the
Foundation for Governmental Integrity "to bring
back rational thinking on
campus."
Blaine said that he will
name 20 professors he
considers hard-core radicals
sometime before the hearing.

By ANNA BLACK
Daily Staff Writer
A recycling center has
been added to San Jose
State’s environment-saving
projects which are located
behind the Environmental
Studies office on 5th Street,
as a place where ecology minded people can bring
recyclable materials.
The center will be staffed
and run by members of an
environmental studies class
in recycling taught by John
Stanley, lecturer in environmental studies.
Bill Davilla, a student
organizer of the center, said
the purpose is to reuse
cultural waste.
Rex Palmer, another
organizer added, "Most
things can be reused. We
want a convenient center
where they can be brought."
The center is open for
any color), scrap
glass
metal, tin and aluminum
cans, corrogated cardboard,
newspapers, magazines,
rags and old clothes.
Cans should be rinsed out
and labels removed if
possible. Newspapers and
magazines should be baled.
Glass bottles, containers,
and sheet glass can also be
taken there. Anyone wishing
to recycle a car may call the
center and have special
arrangments made.
For organic garbage
coffee grounds to vegetable
pealings, Palmer suggests
people "compost" itlet it
rot outdoor s in a pile to
enrich the soil.
The local center hopes to
follow the example of
Ecology Action in Berkeley,
which, according to Palmer,
made a financial profit in
recycling while benefiting
the environment.

Book Buying

Huey Newton
PanSTOCKTON-Black
ther leader Huey Newton
told an estimated 1,500
University
of
Pacific
students Wednesday the
Panther program is not a
revolution but a holding
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Cameras
Projectors
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Equipment

action "to make sure that
People will exist" until the
revolution cornea.
Newton, freed from prison
seven weeks ago for retrial
in the 1867 slaying of an
Oakland policern:in, spoke to
a predominately white
standing-room only crowd.
The student body sponsored
the speech and limited attendance to UOP students
and black students at two
nearby community colleges.
Newton outlined a Panther
form of Socialism he said
would transform society and
characterized
present
Panther activities as only "a
survival program."

Riles said that when Max
Rafferty took office in 1962,
federal funds provided 3.5
per cent of school costs,
compared with a national
average of 3.6 per cent.
By 1970, Riles same, California school’s received 5.2.
per cent of their support
from Washington but the

national average had riserito
6.6 per cent.
"Wu’re getting less than
our fair share of schoal
subsidizi.pg
funds... We’re
other states," Riles said Au
news conference.
Riles said the federil
goverrunent should provide
one third of all school s4 port on a "no strings gttached" basis.

"HERE
COMES
THE SUN"!

Wilson Riles
SAN FRANCISCO-Wilson
Riles, candidate for state
superintendent of public
instruction, accused his
incumbent opponent Thursday of "gross mismanagement" that permitted Califfornia’s share of federal
school funds to drop below
the national average.
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For the first time, coverage also available
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Tuttle was more interested
in selling cars than in
(.1iiiiinating smog. Tuttle
was reported out of the city
;is the shirt-sleeved Unruh
talked to reporters on the
sidewalk outside the agency.
"Holmes Tuttle enjoys a
very privileged position in
the Reagan administration
because Ronald Reagan has
been unwise enough to allow
Mr. Tuttle to grant him
many large favors," Unruh
said.
Unruh told newsmen
Tuttle is one of the "key
financiers" of Reagan’s
reelection campaign and
was a member of the
"syndicate" that bought the
Sacramento home Reagan
rents.
Unruh traveled Thursday
in a small car adapted to
burn natural gas, which
Unruh said was 95 per cent
pollution free.
The car was modified by
four studentfd at California
Institute of Technology in
nearby Pasadena.

IT

Rabbi Leo A. Brami
Speaking of "Jews in Russia"

Pastor Roy Hoch, Father Al Pevehouse
Disciples Episcopol
Lutheran Methodist
Presbyterian, United Church

sliwtratit
6004-aoPte
"la the College Union"
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Master’s Candidate Shows Aquaria

Wesley Allan Burns, a
master’s candidate at SJS,
will exhibit his "contained
aquarium environments" in
the College Art Gallery Sept.
28 through Oct. 4 from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
These sulpture aquariums
are expressive of his long
term interest in the population problem. Burns feels
that the behavior of fish is
akin to what we can expect
from man. He calls it the
"only so many fish to a tank"
approach.

of all the -contemporary
and another in a Santa Clara
things happerung there."
exhibit juried by Peter
A graduate with a BA from Voulkos, a Berkeley sculptor
Eastern
Michigan and potter rioted for his
University, Burns has also works in bronze, one of
studied at Otis Institute of which was commissioned for
Arts in Los Angeles. He is the San Francisco Hall of
giving this show as his Justice.
Master’s Project.
Burns sculptures are also
Burns is hoping to have
one of his environmental going into the Pauli Hirsh,
sculptures accepted in a the John Battenburg and the
designers show in Pasadena Wilma Cox collections.

’Since man has no natural
enemies to speak of, war is
our biological was of cutting
down on population," Burns
continued, thereby linking
the display with his concern
Fur peace. His sculptures are
intended to show the more
natural methods of population control as demonstrated by reactions of fish to
varying sulptural environments.
The Aquariums are constructed from plexiglas
which is a relatively new
working medium. SJS is one
of the leading schools in
plastics in the country,
according to Burns. He
in
interested
became
plastics and kinetics because

CONTAINED AQUARIUM EXHIBITSWesley Allan
Burns, Master’s Candidate exhibiting "contained
aquarium exhibits" Sept. 28 through Oct. 4 from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the College Art Gallery, glares through one of his
works to illustrate "Man’s domination over his environment."
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On the Town

Music, Art, Drama
Randy Miller
Ike and Tina Timer,
whose 20-year entertainment
careers skyrocketed after
appearing with the Rolling
Stones last year at the
Oakland Coliseum, headline
a program of soul and rock
at 8 p.m. tonight in the Santa
Clara Fairgrounds.
Also booked for the
evening are Leon Russell,
composer, vocalist and instrumentalist, plus Fritz and
North, two Bay Area rock
bands. Tickets may be obtained at the gate.

The San Francisco Arts
Festival opened its 24th
outdoor show at the Civic
Center Plaza yesterday, to
run through Sunday.
This municipally sponsored exhibit of painting,
sulpture, handwork and
crafts will display the artistic energy of some 2500
Bay Area artists.
The festival will run from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. each day,
with a continuous presentation of music, dance and
other performing arts at the
bandstand, on the eastern
end of the plaza’s central
mall.

Chuck Berry, considered
one of the founding fathers of
rock and roll music, is appearing at Fillmore West
through Sunday.
The New Buddy Miles
group and the Loading Zone,
featuring singer Linda
Tillery, will complete the
show.
Berry’s hits include "Roll
Over,
Beethoven,"
"Maybellene" and "Rock
and Roll Music."
SJS Drama Department’s
Tickets are $3.50 Friday production of "The Apple
and Saturday, $3 Sunday.
Dance -concerts begin at 8:30
p.m., end at 2 a.m.
Rock and folk performers
Naked Lunch, Uncle Vinty
and Heresy wil play a benefit

KEEP YOUR
MONEY
ON CAMPUS
All books and supplies
at
BARGAIN
prices

Spathut Cooltstou
"official on -campus store"

HURRY

concert 8 p.m. Saturday at
the California Hall, 601 Polk
St., S.F.
Speakers for the show,
which will benefit "Los Siete
de la Raza" and the Youth
International Party, will be
Abbie Hoffman and attorney
Michael Kennedy.

Gasoline
Regular (95 Octane)

28.7
31.7

Ethyl (100+ Octane)

Give To The
Favorite Mouth
01 Your Choice at
HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY

Tree" will appear on stage
for the last time today and
tomorrow.
The play has been held
over from the July Drama
Festival so that the regular
students could have an opportunity
to
see
the
production.
Tickets may be purchased
at the College Theater
box- office at Fifth and San
Fernando, or one hour before
curtain time at 8:15 p.m. in
the College Theatre.

7th & Santa Clara
7:00 A.M. - 10:30 P.M.

TUES.-SUN.

1:ATCH-22"
YOU SEE IT FOR THE FIRST TIME
. EVERY TIME YOU SEE IT!
\

/

"’CATCH-22’ IS
\
THE MOST MOVING,
MOST INTELLIGENT,
1, ’.:
THE MOST HUMANE1’
OH, TO HELL WITH IT! , E
-IT’S THE BEST ,,,, a
5AMERICAN
FILM I’VE
SEEN THIS
YEAR!"
Vence’’, Canby, N Y

"’CATCH -22’ is hard as a
diamond, cold to the touch
and brilliant to the eye!"
TIME MaGAZ,NE

"DIRECTOR MIKE NICHOLS
HAS CREATED A WORK OF
ART!"

CATCH.22 says many things
that need to be said again and
again! Alan Atkins performance as Yossarian is great!"
Joseph Morgenstern. NEWSWEEK
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11111 Water Poloists Open
Season At Hayward
By JOHN MURPHY
Daily. Sports Writer

ALL AMERICAN MIKE MONSEES
SJS WATER POLO SCHEDULE
DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

PLACE

Sept. 26
Oct. 23
Oct. 9
Oct. 10
Oct. 16

Cal

State Hayward
NorCal Tourney
Humbolt State
Fresno State
San Diego State

11 a.m.
All Day
7:30
12 p.m.
330 p.m.

Oct. 17
Oct. 23
Oct. 24

Los Angeles State
UC Berkeley
UC Davis

11.a.m.
2:30p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Hayward
Foothill
SJS
West Valley
San Diego
Los Angeles
Berkeley

Oct.24
Oct. 30
Oct. 31
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 14
Nov. 20.21

Chico State
SF State
UC Santa Barbara
UOP
Stanford
DeAnza W.P.C.
PCAA Tournament

10:30 a.m Davis
3:30 p.m. SJS
Santa Barbara
Ila.m.
Stockton
lp.m.
West Valley
4-30p.m.
DeAnza
Ila.m.
DeAnza
All Day
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EASY COME,
EASY GO
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Spaidan Cats tett
"lip the college ’moo -

With one All-American
choice and a good nucleus of
returning lettermen and
junior college transfers, the
SJS water polo team’s future
is bright for the 1970 campaign.
Coach Lee Walton’s squad
will be out to improve on
their 9-8 mark of last season.
The Spartans won the NCAA
championship in 1968.
Forty candidates reported
for the two-a -day workouts in
early September. The number has now dropped to 33
team members.
Leading the Spartans this
year will be All-American
Mike Monsees, who has been
looking very strong in early
workouts.
Monsees was
featured on the cover of the
August issue of "Water Polo
Scoreboard," a national

water polo magazine. The
senior performer scored
over 40 goals last year.
Also returning will be
experienced sophomores
Chris Holt, Ed Samuels, Jeff
Eoroi, goalie Mike Runels
and Scott Mobly, just out of
the service.
SJS will have one of its
finest group of JC transfers
it has ever h ad. Joining the
squad will be Mike Albright
of Orange Coast, Fred
Belcher of Fullerton, Ken
Belli of San Mateo, Ralph
Cross of Orange Coast, Steve
Hamann of San Mateo, Tray
iteish of Fullerton and Ben
Van Dyke of San Joaquin
Delta.
Freshman standouts on
the club are Roy Bobbin,
Karl Glass, Brad Jackson
and Don Wilde.
"This year’s team has
good speed and swims faster
than last year’s squad,"

Booters Host St. Mary’s

SJS’ soccer squad will be
going for their seci(nd win of
the ’70 season tonight, when
Mary’s
they host St.
University at 8 in Spartan
explained Walton.
"However, we have to work Stadium.
The Spartan bunters are
on our driving game and
concentrate on controlling coining off an impressive 10-I
thumping of Hayward State
our fouls.
"Our players are eager in a contest which saw Edgar
Podleski
and
Andre
and we have a lot of talent.
We hope to repeat our feat of Marechal pace the SJS at1968," added SJS’ water polo tack with four and three
We have plenty of goals respectively.
coach.
depth. this season. This will
Of his high scorers, Coach
help us develop our strong Jule Menendez remarked,
fast break game."
"Podleski is a fine player
and Marechal has always
Assisting Walton is former been one of our top scorers."
Bill
SJS All-American
Menendez summed up hhis
Gerdts and Nick Armstrong.
team’s opening performance
"Bill has tuned the squad
with the statement that,
into a tough, hard-swimming
"For the first contest the
unit with his tough con- fellows played well, but they
Both were a little unsettled and
ditioning program.
coaches have done an out- missed a lot of opstanding job this season."
portunities."
commented Walton.
The Spartans are playing
The Spartans will open the without the services of twoat time All-American Mani
tomorrow
season
Hayward State when they Hernandez who is red
face the Pioneers at 11 a.m. shirting to devote more time
to his studies.
Also scoring goals for SJS
were Hadi Ghafouri, Bert
Baldaccini and Gary Alb.

Gridders Tackle Arizona
By MIKE DUGGAN
Daily Sports Editor
SJS’ gridders will be in for
a tough game as they seek
their second win of the
season tomorrow night
against the University of
Arizona, in Tucson. Close to
house 40,000) is
a full
expected for the Wildcats’
Arizona
home opener.
opened last week with a 20-9
tenth -ranked
loss
to
Michigan, in Ann Arbor.
"They have great speed,
and tend to pass a lot,"
commented SJS mentor Joe
"They held
McCullen.
Michigan, who sports one of
college’s best running attacks with Billy Taylor and
Glen Doughty, to only 10
points until midway in the
final period."
SJS’ offensive backfield
coach John Mackovic, who
scouted
the
Michigan Arizona
game,
added,
"Arizona is very strong
defensively. They started
three sophomores and a
junior in the defensive backfield and held their own
Michigan

second ever between the two
schools, with the Spartans
winning the first game, 13-7,
in 1965.
McMullen and staff have
made a few lineup changes
since last week’s Stanford
game.
On defense, Jim
Grosso 15-1, 1851 will open at
right end while Randy
Gaines ( 6-0, 185) will start at
one of the linebacking spots.
Calvin Lewis, a spot starter
last year, will open at
defensive halfback in place
of Larry Stonebarger, who
concussion
a
suffered
against Stanford. Soph Gary
Tomasso has switced from
quarterback to defensive
halfback to help make up for
the losses of Al Harris and
Stonebarger.

Arizona attack. Linstrom
connected on 15 of 32 against
Michigan, but had four
passes intercepted.
Senior fullback Willie
Lewis 16-2, 225), a former
star from City College of San
Francisco, and halfback
Bob McCall I 5-11, 190) handle
the running chores for the
Wildcats.
Sophomore Barry Dean ( 62, 180), who caught six
aerials for 96 yards in his
varsity debut, is Linstrom’s
chief passing target.
A rugged Wildcat defensive unit is led by all league
senior end Bill McKinley ( 632301, soph end Bob Crum
( 6-5, 225) and linebacker
John Eggold ( 6-4, 225).
The game will be only the

.11../11.21k..1161111.=.40.11.1...

Junior quarterback Brian
Linstrom ( 6-4, 193), who hit
on 119 of 258 passes for 1,598
yards last year, heads the

..KREP-FMi105.7
will broadcast
the SJS-Arizona football
game. Bud Foster and John
Chaffetz will handle the play
by play. Game time is 7:30
p.m. MDT

FRESHMAN
STUDENTS

Need Units!?

,

ENROLL
MILITARY
SCIENCE

ARRIVE DAILY
NEW AND USED
BOOKS
California
Book Company

SJS’ cross country team
will compete in its first meet
of the season when it hosts
Fresno State tomorrow at
11:30 a.m
Coach Lee Evans’ harriers
will host the Bulldogs on
their Ps -mile home course in
the city park on Hellyer
Avenue.
Out for the race w:11 be Pat
Palazollo, a JC transfer from
Los Angeles Valley College,
due to injuries. Also injured
and not likely to participate
in the meet is senior Gary
Hanson.
Evans is very optimistic
about this year’s squad.
Joining four returning lettermen are six standout JC
transfers.
The Spartan harriers hope
to improve on their fourth
place finish last year in the
Pacific Coast Athletic
Conference championships.
... _long Beach. Sit.ito is. the
conference
defending
champions.

megacycles)

ATTENTION

Classes Available
MacQuarrie Hall
Room 308
See Mr. Dynan

Harriers Host
Fresno State;
Evans At Helm

LARRY BRICE
_starting halfback

1970 SOCCER SCHEDULE
Sept 25 Si Mai y’s University
Sept. 30 San f rancivco State
Oct 3
U1111/ California Davis
Oct 7
Stanford University
Oct 10
U1111/ of Pacific
Oct lb
Univ British Columbia
Oct 23
Santa Clara University
Oct. 28
UMW Sall Francisco
Nov. 2
Chico State r:ollege
Nov. 6
limy Celifornie
Nov. 13 Cal State Fullerton
Nov. 14 Boole College

Hp ti
Pp m
2 p.m
3 30 p.m
B pm
8 p.m
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p
8 p.m.

Spartan Stadium
Spartan Stadium
Davis, Calif
Stanford, Calif.
Spartan Stadium
Spartan Stadium
Spartan Stadium
Kezar Stadium
Spartan Stadium
Spartan Stadium
Spartan Stadium
Spartan Stadium

General Admission Si
SJS Students Free

TV’s FOR RENT
Special Student Rates

$9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

CHURCHES OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
First
1807 The Alameda
Second
2060 Cottle Avenue
Third
248 Kirk Avenue
San Jose, Califlrnia
Dear San Jose State Community:
Have you ever faced injustice in your life? Most of
us have. Whether it’s unfair treatment on the job,
prejudice from a neighbor, or the injusticeof a crippling disease.
How do you fight these injustices?
What do you do when human law can’t help? Some
interesting answers will be given by Alaister G. Smith.
of The Christian Science Board of Lectureship, in a
talk you can hear Sunday afternoon. September 27,
His subject is A BASIS FOR JUSTICE.
Mr. Smith says that when human laws fail us
there’s a higher law, a higher "court" we can always
appeal to for true justice. This is God’s law, the law
which always blesses. This law is available to everyone, because God is divine Principle, the only real
lawgiver. And because God is also divine Love, He is
always fair and impartial.
Mr. Smith will show how various people have proven
that this divine law is effective in overcoming human
injustice. He’ll explain how you can apply it to your
life. The time of his talk is Sunday Afternoon, September 27, 1970 at 3:00 p.m. in Jay McCabe Hall
(Civic Auditorium), San Jose.
Child care facilities will be provided. We hope you’ll
come.
Sincerely yours.

CHURCHES OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

announcing our ver
down to earth 213% aft
back-to-school sale.

Frosh Opener Nears;
Coach Wells Optimistic
This year’s frosh football
is in "good hands" and it’s
not because they have a
certain life insurance. Head
coach Willard Wells has two
former varsity standouts,
Glenn Massengale and
Frank Slaton, to help him get
the Spartababes ready for a
contest with Cal Poly on Oct.
15 at Spartan Stadium.
Wells’ squad is currently
practicing with the varsity,
but his so-called "babes
don’t feel like punching
bags," says Wells.
’We feel like we’re punching

them ( the varsity).
The
team has all the fundamentals, and all that
remains is to make it stick
mentally," added Wells.
Many of last year’s frosh
players are now seeing
varsity action. About this
season, Wells’ notes he’s
"very optimistic and I’m
real pleased with the quality
of
freshman.
There’s many athletes on
campus who have the ability
and we wish they could come
out and be part of the
program."

COMPARE PRICES
AND BE SURE!
We Invite Comparison
at

and an earthly
Mind Child poster.
Michael s Art. Craft. Drafting Supplies is offering a free Mind Child
poster to every student who registers for discounts at our store.
So come on over Pick up your Student Discount registration
card and your free Mind Child poster And while you’re here.
browse around our store before taking advantage of our 20% off
And if you have a mind to, ask for details on
back -to -school sale.
our very ecological poster contest. You could win up to $100 worth
So taking into
of the supplies you’ll need this semester
account our 20a oh sale and all, it has to make a visit to our
’turn’ will worth then trip

134 E. San Fernando St. 451 E. San Carlos St.
San Fernando St. Store
open 9:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

S fUliti Aft 43 aoAstote
Lowest

Prices

to Students

MICHAEL’S

ART, CRAFT, DRAFTING SUPPLIES
107 E San Fernando San Jose ralifornia 95113.1408) 286 8013

We have a way of fulfilling your needs.

6-SPARTAN DAILY

*;::

Egribt-r l,

Friday

To End Myth

1,1/11

Spartaguide

TODAY

-Goodbye Columbus,’
Morris Dailey. 50 cents.
Chi Alpha. 12:30 p.m.
Christian Speaker, 7th St.
Omego Psi Phi, Dance 9-12,
W -Gym 101.
India
Association
Reception, 5:30 p.m. Pad’.
fica Rooni
Zero Population Grim th,

Chi Alphi, 12 Noon Singers,
CU Umunhurn room.
SCIP, 3:30 p.m. Almaden
Room.
Speaker
Patti
Jiyama, Socialist Labor
Party.
Volleyball League, 6 p.m.
per. 101 A & B. Spartan
Drexel.
Frida Flick, 7 le 10 p.m.

Educate Your Car In Ecology...
Wash Your Body And Motor At-INASH AND
VACUUM
ALSO

ASTOR’S
Coin -Op

732 SOUTH FIRST

OPEN 24
HOURS
7 DAYS
A WEEK

804 LINCOLN

60.60%.E911.W./..

GOD SAVE THE
QUEEN
RALLY
Starting at 6:30
September 26
from the GEM
parking lot
Sponsored by

ECONOMY IMPORTS
281 Tyler Ave.

243-6400

IT’S A GAS!
(STATION)
ANTI FREEZE
BRAKE
LUBE
TUNE-UP
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
COMPETENT MECHANICS
NOM

WC=

Etntionn.,
1=21

SILVA
SERVICE
78 So. 4th St
cerritty SIC stude,ter for 14 year,

LARGE STOCK
SUPPLIES
FOR ALL CLASSES
REASONABLE
PRICES

Stratton Codistott
TI-IF COLLEGE UNION -

g
Icrolt JANG
tills mall Writer
12 noon. Cl.’ Council ChamAsiom .1merican studies
bers, filins to be shown and are bean; introduced at SJS
actis dies to be discussed.
this setiiester
Hillel Foundation, 6 p.m.
Six courses. lecture sesJewish Student (’enter, 47 S. sions and research seminars
Fifth St. Sabbath dinner ulti- are ongoing, making up what
king all traditional Friday is to be a minors program in
night ceremonies $1.
Asian-American Studies.
Sigma Mu Tau, 7 p.m. SThe history and sociology
253. Guest speakers on of the Chinese, Japanese,
"Hospital
Training and Filipino -American
Programs." All Med Tech ethnic groups in the United
and Micro majors invited. States will be explored.
"Yoga" Science of SelfStudent organizers cite
Realization 7:30 p.m., 397 S. several justifications for the
Ilth St.
curriculum.
Reg Dance, College Union
First they point out that
Program Board tCUPB), 9 the Asians comprise the
p.m. - 1 a.m. CU Ballroom. largest ethnic minority on
Live music by Ship of the this campus, numbering apSun. Free to all students.
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, SJS
student chapter, new member recruitment, main lobby
of Engineering Building
through October.
TOMORROW
Iranian Students’ AssoBy CLIFF MATOI
ciation presents: "The Apple
Daily Political Writer
Tree," 6 p.m. College
Theater. $2.50 Gen. $1.25
After a considerable
students.
amount of hassling the SJS
Spartan Chinese Club, community is finally apReg. Dance 9 p.m. Loma proaching the end of the
Prieta.
city’s red tape and work will
Lox & Bagle Brunch, 11 soon begin on installation of
a.m. Operation Shalom, 475 adequate street lighting.
So. 5th.
John E. Spalding, administrative assistant to the
mayor, announced that the
City Council awarded the
contract for the lighting
assessment district which
inciudes the SJS campus on
July 27 to the Rosendin
Electric Co., which subA SJS student, accidently
mitted the lowest bid of
shot in the abdomen by his
$643,448.
stepbrother on Tuesday, was
The original resolution
reported yesterday
in
submitted by All Women’s
critical condition at San Jose
Council AWC) was passed
Hospital.
by the City Council on Dec. 8,
Gary L. Wise, 20, 12980 N.
1969. The AWC hoped to
Eberhard Rd., Lodi, suffered
alleviate the dangers of
a puncture wound when a
burglary, robbery and rape
bullet from an Astra 9 mm
in the darkened neighautomatic pistol passed
borhoods of the college
through his body and lodged
community through inin the bedroom wall, police
stallation of street lighting.
reported.
His stepbrother, Lawroice
Work has been temWinter, 32, 4960 Snow Dr.,
porarily delayed
until
told police that Wise was
Rosendin receives word
visiting him when they got
from PG &E that their crews
into a discussion about guns.
have completed re-routing
Winter stated he was
power lines and installing
showing the pistol when he
new lines. The power
pulled back the slide and the
company has completed
gun discharged.
work in the first two of the
didn’t
he
Winter told police
nine areas planned for
magazine
the
loaded
notice
lighting installation.
in the pistol and said he had
Rosendin has been allowed
forgotten the weapon had a
150 working days to complete
hair trigger.
installation of the 1000
mercury vapor lamps which
will be installed in the area
bounded by Santa Clara St.,
Market St., Alma Ave., and
Coyote Creek.
"We are pleased that this
problem has finally been
solved and that the type of
Any contributions students
which to make to the Educa- rapport we have with the San
tional Opportunity Program Jose City Council will help us
solve many of the other
EOP ) should be made today
problems that effect the
or Monday in Morris Dailey
college community," said
Auditorium.
A.S. President Bill Langan.
The only students who may
-We’re presently working
hand in packets, pay their
fees and make an EOP with Mayor James and
donation after 4 p.m. on Councilman Mineta in order
to complete future programs
Monday and Tuesday are
such as a housing arbitration
those who have classes that
board, to which they urge the
begin after 4 p.m. All other
AS. to channel students. Te
students must take care of
AS. will be sponsoring the
this today or Monday before
tenants union and sponsoring
4 p.m. or pay a $5 late fee.
students before thhe City
The
Student
Affairs
Council
with specific and
Business office in the College
direct actions against the
Union will accept EOP donavarious
rent
barons around
tions any time during the
the campus. We also plan to
year.

Lodi Man
Wounded

EOP Donations
Accepted Today

KODACOLOR
FILM DEVELOPING
KODACOLOR

s327
12 COLOR PRINTS

4 84
VAL UE

Color By
Technicolor

Stittvtag Eao&eoPte
4

’,//crir 1(rmirr

presiniatch 1,200 by the last
ombudsman’s count.
Second, they do not feel
that the story of the AsianAmerican in this country’s
history has been adequately
represented in the educational system.
In addition, they wish to
break the "myth" of the
"good" minority that they
feel has been used as ammunition by the white majority against the blacks and
Chicanos.
A third justification they
cite is the need of Asiannericans to be educated to
the needs of their own communities.
They point to the suicide
and tuberculosis rates in San

Rosendin Electric Given
Street Lighting Contract

LOW PRICES

Ikr

Asian Minor Added

NEWS

work on the Transportation
Bond issue which will give
us a transit system to solve
the parking problems and
housing
of the
some
problems around the area,"
Langan added.
PG&E is scheduled to
complete its work as follows:
Areas 1 and 2- Market and
First Sts. from Santa Clara
St. south to Alma St. have
been completed.
Area 3 - Tenth to Fourteenth Sts. from Santa Clara
St. to Reed St. by Feb. 15.
Area 4 - Fourteenth St. to
Coyote Creek from Santa
Clara St. to the Sinclair
Freeway by Feb. 4.
Area 5 - Sixth to Ninth Sts.
from Santa Clara St. to
Virginia St. by March 1.
Area 6 - Second to Fifth
Sts. from Santa Clara St. to
Reed St. by Feb. 25.
Area 7 - Eleventh to Fourteenth Sts. from Reed St. to
Alma Ave. by Marchh 4.
Area 8 -Second to Sixth St
from Reed St. to Humboldt
St. by March 10.
Area 9 - Sixth to Tenth St.
from Virginia St. to Humboldt St. by Feb. 15.

Friday night, music by
the Jones Brothers and
Saturday night stone
sounds by Moods I ftt II
For all Sunday fooders
spaghetti at 59c, salad
at 29c will be accompanied by old tithe
movies and folk singing
While in our bar,
please be 21.

why not

IftlEq
if?
So Tenth

and
six
finthe
curhas

been accomplished mainly
ta students.
An Asian faculty member,
Dr Ku -hung Kim, an English
instructor, has been designoted as part-time program
coordimitor

You have
jear

nothing

... hut frar iIeIt
Book buying
is no swe.at
at the

Stratton Coo&stote
-IN THE COLLEGE UNION’

NOTICE
1. New cars starting from S1.795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed dommestic and fa eign used Lars.
3. Complete lease program. (New cars
under $50.00 monthly)
4. Complete rental service S6.00 daily,
6c a mile, "Free Gas"
5. Complete body and fender -foreign
and domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6. Complete transmission service-standard and automatic -overhauled for
as little as $99.50.
7. Expert time up service-domestic and
foreign tor as little as S5.95 labor.
8. Lowest rates on all general mechanical repair, all makes and models.
9. Complete storage facilities inside or
out for autos, trailers, motor cycles
campers and boats --as low as S10.00
monthly.
10. Bank financing on all purchases
of the above for as low as 6%.

*

10%
DISCOUNT
for
Students
& Faculty

Star Motor Irnports
375 So. Market St.

286-6500

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS IIJ
SCUBA DIVERS OR SCIENCE
MAJORS Join with many Other 0.15
student vnluntenrs in original ocean
graph, c esearch Train along side
protessonal men and women in
Marine Pnlogy. GeOlOgy and En
Enneer ,nct Opportun, E es
for the
ser,nus person to advance the
knowledge of our marine environ
ment tor more details call OR
N.chois 093002 Alter 6 P.m
CHRISTANDA NATURAL FOODS
RESTAURANT 35 S 4th St San Jose
786 1310
YOGA MEDITATION by YGgilai
Evangelos M Sat 7 30 10 30 pm 286
5487 70 Hawthorne Nay. San Jose
MEDICAL
RESISTANCE
Organisational meeting Fri Sept 25,
1: noon Calaveras Rrn C U
BELLY DANCING, This Fall Study
this ancest dance The ultimate in
muscle control Call Zarita 2613 9150.
WANT
GERMAN
SHEPHERD
PUFFY not over 3 ma. SEC NOT
NECESSARY Good Disposition im
POrtant, 26057116
FREEPART SIAMESE KITTENS 6
Weeks Old 342 S 11th St No 4 Call
Novv 295 5934 ask for Ellin

1965 TR-4 New Top. Tans & Clutch.
Tonneau Cover Runs Great’ I. S1.150
or best offer call 593 5949.

AUTOMOTIVE 121

’67 DATSUN 5999. 4 Door, a Speed
Excellent Condition AM FM Radii)
297 2151
3 Jackets, 3 Foils 1 Mask 550 En
Sneering & Math Books SI 00 each 45
French Books. 25 cents e ion T V &
Rao a Books. SI 00 ,ach 193 0544
1467 Triumph GT-6. Wire Wheels,
Wood dash, 1 speed, radials GOOD
CONDITION Call /74 2910 Rm 208
Jim O’Brien
Mercedes Bent 2205- ’62. Ear Coed
silver brony or... disc Or.. black
leather uphol AM FM Rao
01200
best offer call Naomi. 227 1828
PANASONIC RS.760S. 4-trk Ste, to
tape rear 935 AR turntable. 7 spd w
Empire ellipt :al cartridge (Good
Condi 515 3742200

FEMALE Japanese Speaking. Phone
Soliciting 2 hrs in Evening Salary
plus Phone NOW 287 7490 C. Ga,lius
MGR

YOUNG WOMEN wanted NOW to
demonstrate new cosmetics line Free
Training w 40 percent Comm on sales
Call now 286 8386 2010 170 or 259 1547
on. 5 pm 6 30

-63 RAMBLER Classic 770 Sedan
Radio, Heater, Overdrive 5280 00
14750 Clayton Rd 391 1276

FEMALE live in supervise 6 female
MR Adults in Residence Club
program, part time Salary & hrs
arranged Mrs Marge Roberts 297
6157

FRIDAY FLICKS GoodbynColurnbus
SO cents Morris Daily Aud / 00 10.00
Friday Sept 29th

Male, part time, 48 hr wet kend, super
vise male MR adults in Residence club
Prgat Mrs Marge Roberts 197 6157

Cook needed Inc seven men Salary
open 293 5933
- 53.00 Per hr.. Male & Female Neel
Money for forld rent, books, car? if
yOu are willing t mirk. we Pay 3 00 l.r
after qualifying require care & neat
appear Fuller Brush Co 225 5513
FRIDAY FLICKS GoodlawColumbus
50 cents Morris Daily Sad. I 00 10 00
Friday Sept. 29th

0611 1,111141-1
SCOTT 2605 amp 5179 MAMIYA
Amer a 50mm 135mm lenses 5150.
i.JlKKOt4 110 eye 5350 superb coed
.4, 0201
OS mustang, red convert power
,teering..100 Hans 8 cyt 5725 top
nod RAH 765 0981
1967 AC Impala & 1965 SS CM, Call
al ler 6 IlOprn 794 4457
E xecuttve 14.119de Home. 4 years old.
vathlak.ng view I Sane lot fenced,
ully landscaped complete sprinkler
system lots ot cement. many trees
-ooered patio. 1 bed 2 bath living rm
r,n kv built in Wei bar. Kit
eyed.
D,shwasl,er
.1 spesal i,istOnl or Mo., Carpeting
or.. (1,,,010,,I
Lvov:, rEtn
ge piace
,tak nghtet
1 cat Oar
E
door opener For .0
Mrs Slider 291 e2t4

LOST I Bra Site 48AA Return to St
lames infirmary 190 Mat ten Blvd Mt
Vu
REWARD S 11111 & San Antonio
rine, Dark seal point full grown
Siamese Boris LOST Call Ionic at
/94 4.129
ROWAN DI t 558.558 10, information
the return of AFGH49,4 PUPPY 3,00
old Reddish brown color 1" coal 1921
Female
1015 .
tall Phone 296
7103 or 2643513

5500
Best
m 294 5806

Dorm Contract FOR SALE
save
550 00 for semester Call Terre Ken
nett Allen Hall 297 8741
GIRL to share New Apt w own room
near campus 550 per month, Call Now
298 1333
- FEMALE Roommate wnted
2
nvs
I , OlOcks Ir campus 050 a
inth Call Mttheile at 297 6909

I lines
4 linos
S 1444
1.nes

157
2.00

2 roommates needed share house on
S 8th St phone 297 2410, ask for VIC.
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL Ex
change 1 hrs housework per day Car
net essary 14750 Clayton Rd 758 1276

VACANCY FOR ONE GIRL to Share
apt onth 3 others 6.13 S 8th St No 6
Call Ctaudia 286 6385

1.2 Female Rommatefs) NEEDED.
Lux. Apt 2 bdm . Pool. 0 Min from
515 577 50 050 ea call Kim 259 4836

FEMALE ROOMMATE Needed. SSSS
51 Apt 22 w pool. 552 SO per mo 2
baron. 2 baths Call 2931094

NEEDED MALE ROOMMATE to
share 4 Bdr house w 3 others. S62.50
plus utEl Must have Ilansportation, 3
miles fr campus Call Mike. Ed or
Paul 259 0317

ONE SERIOUS MALE STUDENT to
share 0121 quiet upstairs rrn in home
lath Sr 297 6079
,vcd,esoen,00 students who havoc,
Perienced a degree of unfoldrnent
through personal meditation and whO
now Mel ready for further awareness
throuoh group encounter. ALP A
WAVE MEDITATION, and other psy
Eh, development tech within a cam
monal living environment A large
home has been obtained near the SJS
E ampus for this purpose If you are
interested in joining us, we will take
occupancy on II 15 We ask only that
YOU be motivated boa desire to serve
humanity rather than yle.ir sell There
is a sign up sheet at Student Union
Info, Counter for more into about the
communal experience and the ALFA
WAVE MEDITATION classes to be of
feted later this semester
- YEAR ’ROUND RATES: 7 barn,
Morn
apt s SI25 Stove & Refrig.
drapes wash & storage facilities 5
min from campus 293 5995
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED or
2 bedroom irg apt near campus 561
tor 1. 593 or? 670 0 10th Apt 4 New.
garage, upper div grad preferred
GIRLS 7 barm Moil turn apartment
1,16 Si’, I
Poor front apt 13if
,Ir hen ( lean T
bath patio.
? Mate Iii / .1395 10th 791 1321
1.2 female roommates 5 minutes from
campus Need Car 550 Upper division
preferred
238 9349
LARGE CHEERFUL ROOMS. One
with outside entrance Other with bai
cony Both have w w Larpet & furnace
h eal 406 5 11th St
DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE in
West Hall High Rise Contact Linda at
Pm 81813 Call 287 um
FEMALE one Bd. Rrn turn, near
downtown 1st St 512000 phone 26/
6783

SiVol,IS

7

VW TUNEUPS. 510.00 plus parts
regular oil changing reasonable. Call
GREG anytime at 291 1890.
STUDENT TYPING In my home
ast, accurate, minor editing. Mrs.
13401,0, phOne 2446501.
TVS FOR RENT: free service, free
d,-hurry in San Jose area, no contract
Esche’s 251 2590
STEREO’S FOR RENT. Portable or
nnsole to,
delivery, free service, no
contract Esche s 251 2598
AUTO INSURANCE Annual liability
101 & PPO ’Married or Single age 74
& Oyer 589 Married 21 73 SI48 Mr Toll
741 1900
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annual
hatehly rates 0 175, 529 126cc 200cc
516 701" 450 546 401., 600cc 562
Mn
Neal
241 1900
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Spa( ioits 2 fictrm pool 552 50 m0,.
upper dtv preferred Call 1934691
anyone
SURPLUS and GOODIES, Pico
Jackets, Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing. Polyfoarn. Camping
Supplies Back pack gear. Boots, and
Other far out items BARGAIN CITY,
260 N 1st HoofS its, Thurs ’til 9
Closed Sunday I

YOGA MEDITATION by vogirai
F vamp.* M Sat, 1 30 10 30Orn 286
NW (5 114w1hOrne Way Sae Jose
FRI 405 OUTSIDE TUTORING
PROGRAM needs volunteers Help
a
family while Dads away For info
call
795 6033 or forms evil, able at Campus
(hr. lian Center 300 5 10th Sr

TRANSPORTATION 191
Rider Driver needed Porn EE v
11, E 1.0e. dry,. I Ail LIS roof

WAIVED, Used tyke
515 535
in c, od condition (or sit
Linda at
7939099
. ...............
NO mynas so tame .4,0,
yny. Se(

FEMALE ROOMMATE for ig one bd
rrn apt w grad student Need can SS5
phone 296 8526

2.50
300

210
I 07
150

.50

.50

93

240
7 90
1 40
1 90

250
1 fo
350
4 00

I

SO

.50

I

.HIFC11 A CLASSIFICATION
v., *a00 in
."."’M
boom INin
1.01,1 19

-.

MEN $60 lg. polo. bd. rm. kitch,
clean up. div or vet. 295-9373

strip,.

NO 4.1 I
225
27,
125
371

Nietmetel?)
to NN III

Dorn Contract: West Hall highrise
sub e ontract available Contact
Kathy at 287 3481 RM 7045
leave
message in mail box

HOUSE FOR RENT, 186 N lath.. S1110
plus ..(1 I 7 barn, lived rm . din r
large card, gar pets () K 297 1612

4.

200

Dorm Contract West Mali hignrise
sii
Come. I Joannett: 287 3481 RM.
1204A lea, message in mailbox.

ROOMS FOR MEN. Reasonable H.
Ilk from college Only 3 vacancies
426 S 7th Sr 293 1938

CLASSIFIED RATES
one do

1916 Chevy Impala i door
Low
Mileage Radio & Heater I in ehent
’
.0n. $1150 or offer 591 5949
I So. 63 they linen r
Hank atte. /

/4011’,161

ONE SERIOUS GIRL STUDENT to
share dbl rrn in older hs with 3
others 1 block from campus 2970019

11110 WAIS111,4

vW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save Inn Labor & Parts I will
tiuy your broken down or wrecked
VW Herbert. 82 Goodyear. SJ, 292
3768

1959 VW VAN, Recent rebuilt engine
and brakes 14,000mi), bed. inSulated.
5.690 or best offer. 293 0755. 275 N. St

REWARD! 55.00 for return of ZEKE
Kangaroo Rat lost on 12th St Could be
traveling incognito & has broken tail
Call Mitch 293 3680

FOR SALE, GUITAR D ESteso
Never Used with hard case 5200 00
Call Now 297 8116 ask for Jay

PART TIME JOBS!! Direct Sales With
High PROFITS See us at our table by
the COLLEGE BOOK STORE Sep 31
25

’69Garelli 125cc Motorcycle, FrewaY
legal IS 5 H P . Book race,. 4 stroke.
1000 miles, great transportation for
0275 Call 736 6931
- ----me Ford Van, 20,000,0, on 6 CVI eng
Std trans, RIM. Cost Seats. port. sink
& toilet. Coleman stove & lantern,
loam mat 51.000 Or offer 287 2385.

We
Dance

iaiiciscii ’in (’hinatiiw ii
I highest in the nation i and
the per capita income of
Filipino
farm
workers
!lowest in Californit 1 as
examples of problems
currently ignored by the rest
of the Asian community.
Fourth, they point to the
need for many Asians in this
country to find their identity,
to find out, in present day
vernacular, "where their
heads are at."
"I’m not Chinese," said
one
student
in
the
curriculum. "but I’m not
American either."
Groundwork for the program began with relatively
little fanfare a year and ahlf
ago, when a group of Asian
American students, calling
themselves the Progressive
Asian-American Coalition,
approached Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns with
course proposals for a
major.
After
considerable

negotiations, re -writing
faculty recruitment,
minors courses were
alized last summer.
Preparation
for
prairam, proposals and
development
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